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Abstract

The equatorial Pacific is a region with strong negative feedbacks. Yet coupled general circulation

models (GCMs) have exhibited a propensity to develop a significant SST bias in that region,

suggesting an unrealistic sensitivity in the coupled models to small energy flux errors that

inevitably occur in the individual model components. Could this “hypersensitivity” exhibited in a

coupled model be due to an underestimate of the strength of the negative feedbacks in this

region?   With this suspicion, the feedbacks in the equatorial Pacific in eight atmospheric GCMs

(AGCMs) have been quantified using the interannual variations in that region and compared with

the corresponding calculations from the observations. The eight AGCMs are:  the NCAR

Community Climate Model Version 1 (CAM1), the NCAR Community Climate Model Version

2 (CAM2), the NCAR Community Climate Model Version 3 (CAM3), the NCAR CAM3 at T85

resolution, the NASA Seasonal-to-Interannual Prediction Project (NSIPP) Atmospheric Model,

the Hadley Centre Model (HadAM3), the GFDL AM2p10, and the GFDL AM2p12.  All the

corresponding coupled runs of these eight AGCMs have an excessive cold-tongue in the

equatorial Pacific.

The net atmospheric feedback over the equatorial Pacific in the two GFDL models is found to be

comparable to the observed value.  All other models are found to have a weaker negative net

feedback from the atmosphere—a weaker regulating effect on the underlying SST than the real

atmosphere. A weaker negative feedback from the cloud albedo and a weaker negative feedback

from the atmospheric transport are the two leading contributors to the weaker regulating effect

from the model atmosphere. The underestimate of the strength of the these negative feedbacks by

the models is apparently linked to an underestimate of the equatorial precipitation response.

These results confirm the suspicion that an underestimate of negative feedbacks from the

atmosphere over the equatorial Pacific region is a prevalent problem. The results also suggest,

however, that a weaker regulatory effect from the atmosphere is unlikely solely responsible for

the “hypersensitivity” in all models.  The need to validate the feedbacks from the ocean transport

is therefore highlighted.
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1.Introduction

The equatorial Pacific is a region with strong negative feedbacks. Ramanathan and Collins

(1991) first observed that a SST anomaly in the central Pacific triggers a negative response from

the short-wave forcing of clouds—deep clouds reflect more (less) solar radiation back to space in

response to a positive (negative) SST changes.  They even postulated that this negative feedback

of cloud albedo may be a “thermostat” of the tropics. Subsequent studies point out the

importance of the feedbacks from the atmospheric and oceanic dynamics (Fu et al 1990, Wallace

1992, Pierrehumert 1995, Sun and Liu 1996).  In an attempt to assess the relative importance of

the cloud albedo feedback and the feedback from dynamics, Sun and Trenberth (1998) used the

best data available and quantified the changes in the heat transport in the atmosphere and in the

ocean associated with the 1986-87 El Niño warming in addition to calculating the changes in the

radiative fluxes. The results show that the negative feedback from the cloud albedo is actually a

smaller player compared to the other two negative feedbacks in the equatorial Pacific region,

namely the feedback from the heat transport by the atmospheric circulation and the feedback

from the poleward heat transport by the ocean circulation. The negative feedback from the

poleward ocean heat transport is found to be twice as strong as the negative feedback from the

atmospheric transport. The latter is in turn twice as strong as the cloud albedo feedback. Against

this background, the prevalence of a profound bias in the central equatorial Pacific in coupled

GCMs is a surprise. We acknowledge that there is no lack of causes of initial cooling to the

equatorial SST due to imperfections in the individual components. For example, the lack of

phytoplankton in the model ocean could lead to an underestimate of the solar radiation absorbed

by the ocean (Murtugudde et al. 2002). The lack of sufficient vertical resolution of the ocean
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model may also lead to an excessive cooling of the surface ocean (Stockdale et al. 1998). The

winds are not perfect in the atmospheric models and the errors may induce excessive equatorial

upwelling upon coupling. The surface heating from the atmospheric model may also be too weak

even with the observed SST (Sun et al. 2003).  However, the effects of these initial errors in the

individual model components on the equilibrium SST of the coupled model depend on the

feedbacks (Kiehl 1998, Sun et al. 2003). Given the existence of a myriad of strong negative

feedbacks, why SST in this region simulated by a coupled model, appears to be sensitive to flux

errors in the model components? Could it be that the strength of one or more negative feedbacks

in the model underestimated? Or alternatively, could it be that the strength of one or more

positive feedbacks in the model is overestimated?

A preliminary attempt to answer these questions was made by Sun et al. (2003).  By examining

the response of radiative and dynamical fluxes to ENSO in the NCAR CCM3, they noted that the

negative feedback of cloud albedo is substantially underestimated in the model.  In further light

of some coupled experiments, they put forward the hypothesis that a weaker regulating effect

from the atmosphere may be a significant contributor to the development of an excessive cold-

tongue in the corresponding coupled model. The purpose of this study is to extend the same

analysis to seven additional models whose corresponding coupled runs also have an excessive

cold-tongue in the equatorial Pacific. The almost ubiquitous presence of an excessive cold-

tongue in the equatorial Pacific in the coupled GCMs offers a unique opportunity to understand

the causes for this syndrome: a hypothesis developed in one model can be readily tested against

other models.
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2. Methods

The study employs the same method of Sun et al. (2003). We use the surface warming and

cooling associated with ENSO as the forcing signal. We will then examine how radiative fluxes

at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and the vertically integrated transport of energy in the

atmosphere vary in relation to the underlying SST. We quantify the feedbacks by linearly

regressing the corresponding fluxes to the SST using their respective interannual variations.

The cloud and water vapor feedbacks in this paper are measured in the same way as that of Cess

and Potter (1988): water vapor feedback is equated with the change in the greenhouse effect in

the clear sky region, and the cloud feedbacks are equated with the corresponding changes in the

long-wave and short-wave cloud forcing.  These measures are not the same as the measures of

Wetherald and Manabe (1988) which use offline radiative transfer calculations to obtain the true

partial derivatives (Soden et al. 2004).  The measures of Cess and Potter (1988) tend to

overestimate the feedback from the greenhouse effect of water vapor and underestimate the

feedback from the greenhouse effect of clouds. However, provided the feedbacks in the models

are measured in the same way as in the observations, the errors revealed in the analysis are still

true errors in the models. The available radiation data measure the feedbacks of water vapor and

clouds on the ENSO time-scale in the form of Cess and Potter (1988). Also, the concern here is

more with the combined effect of water vapor and cloud feedbacks on the response in the net

surface heat flux into the ocean—the net atmospheric feedback—than with the accuracy in the

definition of individual feedbacks of water vapor and clouds, the distinctions between the

measures of Cess and Potter (1988) and Wetherald and Manabe (1988) of the individual

feedbacks of water vapor and clouds are considered less important.
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The observational data for radiation fluxes come from the Earth’s Radiation Budget Experiment

(ERBE) (Barkstrom et al. 1989). The data for the atmospheric transport is calculated from the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the National Center for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis by making use of the global observations of temperature, humidity,

and winds (Trenberth and Guillemot 1998). The data for the surface heat flux are obtained

through the energy balance equation of the atmosphere—the surface heat flux is calculated by

combining the net radiation flux from ERBE, the atmospheric transport, and the heat storage in

the atmosphere  (Trenberth et al. 2001).  The data for the surface heat flux are considered the

best available.  Nonetheless, we will also calculate the feedback from the surface heat flux  and

the feedback from the atmospheric transport by making use of the ECMWF reanalysis (ERA-40)

(Uppala et al. 2004). (The ERA-40 does not have data for the atmospheric transport. We will

calculate it as the difference between the net surface heat flux and the net radiative flux at the top

of the atmosphere from ERBE.)

The model data are from the runs of AMIP (Atmospheric Model Inter-comparison Project) over

the ERBE period. The AMIP runs have the observed, time-varying SST as the boundary

conditions. Therefore, the model atmosphere is subject to the same SST forcing as the real

atmosphere.

The models that have been analyzed are the models that have a corresponding coupled run

without the use of flux adjustment. These models are (1) the NCAR Community Climate Model

Version 1 (CAM1) (Kiehl et al. 1998), (2) the NCAR Community Climate Model Version 2
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(CAM2) (Collins et al. 2003), (3) the NCAR Community Climate Model Version 3 (CAM3) at

T42, (4) the NCAR CAM3 at T85 (Collins et al. 2004), (5) the NASA Seasonal-to-Interannual

Prediction Project (NSIPP) model (Chou and Suarez 1996, Suarez 1995), (6) the Hadley Centre

Model (Collins et al. 2001), (7) the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) AM2p10,

and (8) the GFDL AM2p12 (The GFDL Global Atmospheric Model Development Team, 2004).

(The GFDL AM2p10 is an earlier version of the GFDL AM2p12. The main differences between

the two versions are in the use of boundary layer schemes and in the vertical layers. The

AM2p10 uses the boundary layer scheme of Mellor and Yamada (1974) while the AM2p12 uses

the boundary layer scheme of  Lock et al. (2000). The AM2p12 has 24 vertical layers while the

AM2p10 has 18 vertical layers).

The eight models involve the use of four different schemes for most convection. The NCAR

models use the deep convection scheme by Zhang and McFarlane (1995) and the shallow

convection scheme by Hack (1994). The NASA NSIPP model and the two GFDL models use the

Relaxed Arakawa Schubert (RAS) scheme (Moorthi and Suarez 1992). The Hadley Centre

model uses a mass-flux scheme  (Gregory 1990, Gregory and Rowntree 1990) that is based on

the bulk cloud model of Yanai et al. (1973). The eight models also have different vertical and

horizontal resolutions. The vertical resolutions vary from 18 layers (NCAR CAM1) to 34 layers

(NASA NSIPP). Except the NCAR CAM3 at T85, the horizontal resolutions of the models are

more comparable--the horizontal resolutions  in the remaining seven models vary from about

3.8oX2.5o in the Hadley Centre model to 2.5oX2.0o in the GFDL and the NASA models. Despite

the many differences in these  atmosphere models, gauged by the meridional and zonal SST

gradients over the equatorial Pacific, all their corresponding coupled models have an excessive
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cold-tongue over the central equatorial Pacific (Fig. 1).

3. Results

The estimates of the feedbacks from these models over the central equatorial Pacific region

(150oE-250oE, 5oS-5oN) are summarized in Table 1. Note that these feedbacks are regional

feedbacks on the ENSO time-scale. The results presented in the table are not sensitive to small

changes in the boundaries chosen for the calculations. The definition of the symbols and the

procedure of the calculations are the same as in Sun et al. (2003). 

€ 

∂
∂T Ga  is the water vapor

feedback, 

€ 

∂
∂T Cl  is the feedback from the long-wave forcing of clouds (the greenhouse effect of

clouds), 

€ 

∂
∂T Cs is the feedback from the short-wave forcing of clouds, and

€ 

∂
∂T Da is the feedback

from the atmospheric transport. 

€ 

∂Fa
∂T

=
∂Ga

∂T
+
∂Cl

∂T
+
∂Cs

∂T
+
∂Da

∂T
 and is termed the net atmospheric

feedback. 

€ 

∂
∂T Fs is the feedback from net surface heat flux into the ocean . Neglecting the heat

storage in the atmosphere, which is small (Sun 2000), 

€ 

∂
∂T Fs differs from 

€ 

∂
∂T Fa  by a constant—the

rate of change of the ocean’s surface emission with respect to SST. The numbers in parentheses

are from the ERA-40 reanalysis. 

€ 

∂
∂T Fs and 

€ 

∂
∂T Da  estimated from the ERA-40 reanalysis are quite

comparable to those from the NCAR-NCEP reanalysis.

With the exception of the two GFDL models, all models underestimate the negative feedback

from the cloud albedo and the negative feedback from the atmospheric transport. The

underestimate in the cloud albedo appears to be particularly worrisome as this feedback in one of

these models has the opposite sign to the observed. The NCAR CAM2 differs from the observed

value in its simulation of the cloud albedo feedback by as much as 12.8 W/m2/K.  The NCAR
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CAM3 does not do much better. The NCAR CAM3 at T85 resolution, however, gets very close

to the observed value.  With the exception of the two GFDL models, the underestimate of the

strength of the negative feedback from the atmospheric transport in these models are also

significant.  The error ranges from 4.6 W/m2/K in the Hadley Centre model to 7.7 W/m2/K in the

NCAR CAM3.

All models have a stronger water vapor feedback than that indicated by ERBE observations.  The

differences between the modeled water vapor feedback and the feedback from the ERBE

observations range from 15%--50%. The GFDL AM2p10 has the smallest discrepancy with the

ERBE observations in the simulation of the water vapor feedback while the largest discrepancy

is found in the Hadley Centre model. The differences between the water vapor feedback in the

model simulations and that from ERBE observations could be in part due to the sampling

differences between ERBE and the model data—the latter were obtained by the method of Cess

and Potter (1988). Compared to the model data, ERBE under-samples the moist conditions

(Zhang et al. 1994). Consequently ERBE observations may underestimate the changes of the

greenhouse effect of water vapor from La Niña (cold and dry conditions) to El Niño (warm and

moist conditions), and therefore underestimate the feedback of water vapor during ENSO.  The

bias due to the inadequate sampling does not explain the large range in the discrepancy between

the water vapor feedback simulated by models and the water vapor feedback from  ERBE

observations. It may be prudent to continue to assume that at least on a regional scale and during

ENSO, some models continue to have problems in simulating accurately the water vapor

feedback. Note that the water vapor feedback referred here includes the effect of water vapor as

well as the lapse rate.
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While it appears that the some models may have significant errors in their simulations of  water

vapor feedback over the equatorial cold-tongue region, the results do not suggest that the

corresponding feedbacks on a global scale also have significant errors. Indeed, since the work of

Sun and Oort (1995) and Sun and Held (1996), there have been a number of studies looking at

tropical or global mean changes in the greenhouse effect of water vapor (Soden 1997, Soden et

al. 2002, Bauer et al. 2002, and Allan et al. 2003).  These studies generally conclude that the

response of the tropical mean greenhouse effect of water vapor to El Niño warming is fairly

close to that from observations. Further studies are needed to reconcile the differences seen on a

regional scale with the agreements on a global scale.  For now, it is noted that the tropical

averaged signal of Ga associated with ENSO is much weaker than the signal right over the

equatorial cold-tongue region because of cancellations between different regions (Fig. 2).

Models also vary on the estimate of the feedback from the long-wave forcing of clouds, but they

do not bias toward the same direction. While the NCAR CCM3 (CAM1) overestimates the

feedback from the long-wave forcing of clouds by 3.7 W/m2/K, the NCAR CAM2

underestimates this feedback by 5.6 W/m2/K. The underestimate of the feedback from the long-

wave forcing of clouds in the Hadley Centre model is also large (4.6 W/m2/K).  In four of the

eight models--NCAR CAM2, NCAR CAM3, NASA/NSIPP, HadAM3, there is a significant

compensation between the error in the estimate of the feedback from the long-wave forcing of

clouds and the errors in the feedback from the greenhouse effect of water vapor—models

overestimate the water vapor feedback tends to underestimate the feedback from the long-wave

forcing of clouds. In these four models, the total feedback from the greenhouse effect of water
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vapor and clouds is much closer to its observed counterpart than either individual component.

This again suggests that the model—observation differences could be in part due to the

differences between the sampling method of ERBE and that of model data.

Because of the underestimate of the negative feedbacks from the cloud short-wave forcing and

the atmospheric transport and to a less degree because of the overestimate of the positive

feedback from water vapor, the negative net atmospheric feedback in all models except the two

GFDL models is underestimated over the region of concern. The results confirm the suspicion

that underestimating the strength of the negative feedbacks in the region of concern is a prevalent

problem in climate models. The results from the GFDL models (compared with other models),

however, are very encouraging. The net atmospheric feedback in the two GFDL models is

comparable to the observed value. The improvements in the GFDL models (relative to CAM2/3)

are not just from the improvements in the cloud albedo feedback, but from the improvements in

the feedback from the atmospheric transport.

The horizontal pattern of the response in 

€ 

Ga to ENSO forcing from the models show remarkable

agreement with each other and with observations (Fig. 2). The corresponding response of Cl   has

more variability (Fig. 3). The NASA model is particularly notable--the response of Cl in the

equatorial central Pacific near the dateline (180oE-140oW) is much weaker than the observed

(Fig. 3f). This equatorial minimum response splits the response of Cl to El Niño warming into

two parts, each of which has a maximum off the equator. Such a split still exists when the

response of Ga and the response of Cl are added together (Fig. 4f). It is again interesting to note,

however, that the response in the total greenhouse effect (Ga + Cl) in the models appears to have
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a better agreement with that in the observations than the response of Cl alone (Fig.4).   Clearly,

an overestimate of the total greenhouse effect is not a problem of all models.

The response of Cs and the rainfall in the NASA model also has the same  “split pea” feature

(compare Fig.5f with Fig.6f), indicating a lack of response of convection in the central equatorial

Pacific near the date line in the model.  The lack of response of Da in the same region in the

NASA model  (Fig. 7f) also suggests a lack of response of convection in the central equatorial

Pacific.

Contrasting the spatial patterns in the response of the cloud forcing (Fig.3 and Fig.5) with the

spatial patterns in the rainfall (Fig.6) confirms the impression that the leading source of errors in

the response of Cs may still be the most obvious: errors in the response of convection. The

rainfall responses in the equatorial central Pacific in the CAM2 and CAM3 are the two weakest,

so are their responses in Cs. The rainfall response in the CAM3 at T85 resolution is improved

relative to the standard CAM3, so is the response of Cs.  The improvement in the response in Cs

in the HadAM3 and the GFDL models (compared with CAM2 and CAM3) apparently also

follow the improvement in the response of convection. All models predict a maximum

precipitation response over the equator east of the dateline, but the GFDL models have the

strongest responses in this region.

The response of convection in the model does not have the same control over the response of Cl

as over the response of Cs: the HadAM3 has a response in rainfall that is comparable to

observations, but the response in Cl in the same model is only half of the value from
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observations. Convection also has a lesser control over the response in Ga. For example, the

rainfall in the NCAR CAM2 and CAM3 is much weaker than that in CAM1, but the response in

Ga  in the NCAR CAM2 and CAM3 is only slightly weaker than that in CAM1.

The two GFDL models simulate well the spatial pattern of the response in 

€ 

Da , but all other

models do not (Fig. 7). The cause of their poor simulation of the response of 

€ 

Da  is apparently the

same as the cause of their relatively poor simulation of the response of Cs: the lack of response of

convection on the equator near the date line region. The response in precipitation over the central

equatorial Pacific in the NCAR models is not distinctly weak though there is a distinct lack of

response in 

€ 

Da  in that region. However, the responses in the precipitation in the NCAR CAM2

and the NCAR CAM3, are weak throughout the concerned region (Fig. 6c, d).

The impact of the errors in the aforementioned feedbacks on the response of the net surface

heating (Fs) is further shown in Fig. 8, which gives a basin-wide, and a more critical view of the

response of the model atmosphere. In five of the eight models (the NCAR CAM1, CAM2,

CAM3 at T42 resolution, CAM3 at T85 resolution, and the NASA model, the response of the

surface heating to El Niño warming in the equatorial central Pacific (160oE-140oW) has the

wrong sign. The response of Fs in the Hadley Centre model in the same region is near zero. The

two GFDL models have adequate responses in the equatorial central Pacific. One of them—the

GFDL AM2p10-- suffers a significant deficiency in the region east to about 120oW.  The

negative response in the GFDL AM2p10 also does not extend as far west as in the observations.

The zonal extent of the response in the later version of the GFDL model—the AM2p12—is
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improved, but the meridional extent of the response is more confined. Nonetheless, the spatial

pattern of the response of Fs in both the GFDL models resembles the observed remarkably well.

Diagnosing the root causes of all the model deficiencies is beyond the scope of the present paper

and would require more sophisticated tools than simple regression analysis here.  The

encouraging part of the present analysis is that it is possible to have all the feedbacks right: the

GFDL AM2p10 provides an example. Whether this good agreement between the simulations by

the GFDL model and the observations is simply a matter of luck or truly reflecting the fidelity of

the model to nature needs to be further examined. For now, we note that the precipitation

response over the equator in the GFDL models is stronger than in the observations. In fact,

normalized the maximum precipitation response over the equator, all models underestimate the

strength of the negative feedback from cloud albedo.

4. Discussion

The results from this analysis highlight that it remains a difficult issue to simulate the cloud

feedback over the equatorial Pacific on the time-scale of ENSO by GCMs. Most models tend to

underestimate the strength of the negative feedback from cloud albedo and the strength of the

negative feedback from the atmospheric transport. This underestimate is linked to an

underestimate of the response of precipitation over the equator.

While the analysis has revealed some common deficiencies in the simulation of atmospheric

feedbacks by GCMs, the results also suggest that the common errors in the atmospheric

feedbacks are unlikely the sole cause of the excessive cold-tongue in the central equatorial
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Pacific. The simulation of the atmospheric feedbacks in the GFDL AM2p10 is probably as close

to the observed as one can reasonably hope, but the corresponding coupled model still has an

excessive cold-tongue (Fig. 1h). The results highlight the need to look at the ocean feedbacks.

One way to do so is to check the response of the surface wind stress to changes in the SST and

then the response of the ocean heat transport to the changes in the wind stress. The former can be

assessed to some degree using the AMIP runs of the atmospheric GCMs. The obstacle for

carrying out this analysis immediately is the lack of good data for the tropical wind stress. The

limited satellite data (Liu 2002) has revealed severe deficiencies in the NCEP reanalysis, but the

satellite data are still too short for calculating feedbacks. The latter requires forced ocean

experiments from different groups using the same surface forcing. These forced ocean model

experiments are not yet available on the scale of the AMIP experiments. Nor is it clear whether

the accuracy of ocean heat transport data is sufficient to validate the results from the model

experiments.

The present analysis has a linear perspective built in, and therefore the results are more relevant

for the initial development of the excessive cold-tongue. After a significant cold SST bias in the

central equatorial Pacific develops in the modeled climate, it may displace the convection so far

west that the associated atmospheric feedbacks cease operating in the central equatorial Pacific.

The study by Wittenberg et al. (2004) suggests that GFDL models may have this nonlinear

effect. Other models probably have this nonlinear effect too. Nonetheless, it is logical to first

identify the factors that are responsible for the initial growth of the excessive cold-tongue and

then examine how excessive cold-tongue in the coupled model maintains its stability. This

consideration of priorities points a direction to extend the present study, which is to directly use
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the outputs from coupled models to quantify the feedbacks in the cold-tongue region. The

drawback of using the ENSO signals in the coupled models is that the signals are not the same as

in the real world, but the results may shed light on the question of how the excessive cold-tongue

in the coupled model maintains its stability.

Underestimating the negative feedbacks in the central equatorial Pacific does not suggest that the

models overestimate global warming. What have assessed here are regional feedbacks on the

time-scale of ENSO. The forcing due to increases in CO2 is not the same as the El Niño

warming. While bearing this difference in mind, one also notes that many coupled GCMs do

predict El Niño-like warming in response to increases in CO2 (Meehl and Washington 1996,

Timmerman et al. 1999, Cai and Whetton 2000, Boer et al. 2004). Therefore, the feedbacks

inferred from the response to El Niño warming may not be entirely irrelevant to the feedbacks in

global warming.  In any case, our confidence with the model predictions of global warming may

have to come from how well the model simulate the feedbacks on the shorter time-scales because

it is over these time-scales we have better data and know more quantitatively the feedbacks in

nature.
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Table Legends

Table 1: Atmospheric feedbacks over the equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE) from eight

climate models. See text for the definition of the symbols for the various feedbacks. The values

for these feedbacks are obtained through a linear regression using the interannual variations of

the SST and the corresponding fluxes over the equatorial Pacific. The error bars are obtained

using the method of Press et al. (1992) for the case in which the measurement errors of

individual data points are not known. The numbers in paratheses are estimates from the ERA-40

renanalysis (the atmospheric transport Da is calculated as the difference between the net surface

heat flux  from the ERA-40 reanalysis  and the net radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere

from ERBE).
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Tropical Pacific SST from observations (Rayner et al. 1996) and eight coupled climate

models: NCAR CCSM1 (Boville and Gent 1998), the NCAR CCSM2 (Kiehl and Gent

2004), the NCAR CCSM3 (www.ccsm.ucar.edu/experiments/ccsm3.0/), the HadCM3

( C o l l i n s  e t  a l .  2 0 0 1 ) ,  t h e  N A S A  C G C M

((http://nsipp.gsfc.nasa.gov/data_req/coupled/coupl_data_main.htl), and the two latest

versions of the coupled models from GFDL (Delworth et al. 2004,

http://data1.gfdl.noaa.gov/nomads/forms/decen/CM2.X/). The atmospheric components

of the eight coupled models are respectively the NCAR CAM1, the NCAR CAM2, the

NCAR CAM3 at the standard T42 resolution, the NCAR CAM3 at T85 resolution, the

NASA NSIPP GCM, the Hadely Centre model HadAM3, the GFDL AM2p10, and the

GFDL AM2p12. Shown are annual mean conditions.

Figure 2: Response of the greenhoue effect of water vapor (Ga) to  El Niño warming. Shown are

coefficents obtained by linearly regressing the greenhouse effect of water vapor at each

grid point  on the SST averaged over the equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The

interannual variations of Ga over the ERBE period are used for the calculations.

Figure 3: Response of the greenhouse effect of clouds (Cl) to El Niño warming. Shown are

coefficents obtained by linearly regressing the greenhouse effect of clouds at each grid

point  on the SST averaged over the equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The

interannual variations of the concerned quantities over the ERBE period are used for the

calculations.
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Figure 4: Response of the combined greenhouse effect of clouds and water vapor (Ga +Cl) to El

Niño warming. Shown are coefficents obtained by linearly regressing the greenhouse

effect of clouds and water vapor at each grid point  on the SST averaged over the

equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The interannual variations of the concerned

quantities over the ERBE period are used for the calculations.

Figure 5: Response of the shortwave forcing of clouds (Cs) to El Niño warming. Shown are

coefficents obtained by linearly regressing the short-wave forcing of clouds at each grid

point  on the SST averaged over the equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The

interannual variations of the concerned quantities over the ERBE period are used for the

calculations.

Figure 6: Response of the precipitation to El Niño warming. Shown are coefficents obtained by

linearly regressing the precipitation  at each grid point  on the SST averaged over the

equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The interannual variations of the concerned

quantities over the ERBE period are used for the calculations. The precipitation data are

from Xie and Arkin (1996).

Figure 7: Response of the convergence of vertically integrated transport of energy by the

atmospheric circulations (Da) to El Niño warming. Shown are coefficents obtained by

linearly regressing the value of Da at each grid point on the SST averaged over the

equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The interannual variations of the concerned

quantities over the ERBE period are used for the calculations.
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Figure 8: Response of the net surface heating (Fs) to El Niño warming. Shown are coefficents

obtained by linearly regressing the net surface heating at each grid point  on the SST

averaged over the equatorial Pacific (5oS-5oN, 150oE-250oE). The interannual variations

of the concerned quantities over the ERBE period are used for the calculations. The data

used for Fs  are the same as in Sun et al. (2003).
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